The quark model with factorizability assumption, which has been introduced in previous papers, is applied to two-body inelastic processes. Various relations for the differential cross section are obtained, some of which are compared with experimental data. § 1. Introduction Recently the quark model with factorizability assumption has been proposed by Kawaguchi, Sumi and Yokomi.
)-3)
From this assumption they have successfully derived many simple relations among total cross sections as well as differential cross sections of various high energy hadron-hadron scatterings. It should be emphasized that this model is powerful in predicting the behavior at large angle, and agreement with experiment is especially good in the backward direction.
The purpose of the present paper is to consider inelastic two-body reactions based on this factorizability assumption.
First of all, we briefly explq.in the factorizability assumption in order to clarify our discussion. Let us denote the basic quarks p, n and A as usual. Then the scattering amplitude F((J) for an arbitrary reaction is given as a. sum of products of G ((J) and G' ((J) . G (n -(J) and G' (n -(J) contribute also to the amplitude, if the exchange process of quarks is possible. Here G ((J) describes the probability amplitude of the constituentp or n quark which is scattered at a c.m. angle (J in the force field produced with all of the residual quarks, and G' ((J) is the amplitude of A quark.*) For example, the proton-neutron elastic scattering amplitude FpN((J) is given as follows:
where the kinematical factor, which is common to each term III (1·1), is not written. The first, second and third terms are associated with Figs. 1 (a), (b) and (c), respectively. In order to apply the factorizability assumption to inelastic processes, we *) In the previous papers 1 )-3) no distinction is made between G (0) and G' (0). the reaction amplitude is expressed as
In this paper we neglect the spin effect for simplicity. In order to investigate the model in detail it is necessary to take into account the spin. Recently this problem has been discussed in a somewhat different point of view. where .M stands for pseudoscalar meson and B (B) for baryon (anti baryon) . We confine our discussion to the process in which an incident particle is available from accelerators and target baryon is nucleon. Further, both meson and baryon in the final state are restricted to one of the octet members of SU (3) . The quark structure of mesons and baryons we employ is the same as that of Zweig.
)
It is convenient to introduce notations defined by Table 1 . Various reaction amplitudes based on the quark model with the factorizability assumption . 
For simplicity we assume that r'is equal to r. The expressions for reaction amplitudes are shown in Table I apart from a certain kinematical factor. For neutron target, only the amplitudes for elastic scattering are listed. § 3. Deterlllination of quark amplitudes
In § 2 the reaction amplitudes of various inelastic two-body reactions are displayed in terms of only four amplitudes, G (f}), G' (f}), PI (f}) and P 2 (f}) . For convenience, r (f}) is also introduced. In this section the energy and angular dependence of these quantities are investigated by using reliable experimental data. As a variable of angle we often use the conventional variable t in the uni t of (Ge V j c y.
its energy dependence
From Table I one can immediately see
Since I G 2 (0) I would be much larger than I P1 2 (0) I, we obtain the following relation in the forward direction: 
IP~(oy
By comparing (3·2) with the experimental data,6),7) it is found that the ratio (3 ·1 ) is approximated at small angle as follows:
The forward peak of the charge exchange scattering is expressed as d(J I dtoc exp(5t) at 7:--V9 Ge V I c, and shrinks with increasing incident energy.7) On the other hand, for K-P elastic scattering the slope of the peak is about 8 (Ge V I C)-2 for the same energy region, and shows neither shrinkage nor antishrinkage. 10 ) Thus the ratio IP/(0)/G 2 (0) 12 has the following form at 7r'J9 GeVlc:
From (3·6) and (3·8), we obtain at 7r'J9GeVlc,
If we assume app~pp= apN->PN for simplicity, a being real to imaginary ratio of the forward scattering amplitude, r2 (0) is proved to be real. Although the data are poor at present/I) there seems no contradiction with this assumption . . We can say, furthermore, that r2 (0) is negative from the experimental fact 6 ) (JT(K+P)<(JT(K+N) and the following relation:
Now, from the expression for the amplitudes for PN~NP, PN~PN and K-P~ Table I , it is obvious that the following relations hold: 
K-P in
At 8 Ge V / c the value of Ir2 (0) I determined from Eq. (3 ·11) is about 0.1. 12 ),13) By taking account of other processes which contain r2 (fJ), this value seems to be somewhat too large. At 3.55 Ge V / c we get 0.3 and 0.1, respectively, from (3 ·11) and (3 ·12) .12),14) We take r2 (0) = -0.1 at 3.55 Ge V / c in the following discussion.
3-6. t-dependence of Ir2 (fJ) I
If drJ / dt is written as A exp (bt) at small angle, the experiments at 8 Ge V / c
show the following value of b for PN elastic and charge exchange scattering :13),14)
1£ we approximate r2 (fJ) at small angle as for Itl>0.02.
Ir2(fJ) 12= Ir 2 (t=0) 12 exp (ct), (3-15)
c is evaluated as -2 (Ge V / C)-2 by using the values In (3 ·13), (3 ·14 ) and the relation (3 ·11) .
3-7. Magnitude of IG' (0) /G (0) 12
We assume that the fJ-dependence of G' (fJ) is the same as that of G (fJ), and also G'2(fJ)/G 2 (fJ) is real. Then we can estimate IG'(O)/G(O)12 from the following relation:
U sing the experimental value of total cross section 6 ) and a value of r2 (0) estimated in § 3-5, we get I G' (0) /G (0) 12~1/1.5 at 8 Ge V / c.
3-8. Magnitude of IP 2 2 (n)/P 2 2 (0) 12
Making use of the data of n-P~KoA at 6 GeV/c,15) we get
Thus the ratio IP 2 2 (n)/P 2 2 (0) 12 is approximately 1/5 at 6 GeV/c, since r2(0) is about -0.1 at that momentum.
3-9. t-dependence of IP 2 2 (rc-fJ)/P22(fJ) 12
From the exp b (t -to) fit of angular distribution at small angle for n-P~ KOA, the forward cross section has a slope bf~8 (Ge V / C)-2 at 2"-'6 GeV / c and the backward peak has bb~5 (Ge V / C)-2 at 5"--'7 Ge V / c and shows a shrinkage with energy.15),16) If we put 1 p 2 2 (n -(1) 12 as follows:
c IS about -3(GeV/c)-2 at 5 0 J 6GeV/c.
(3 ·18)
To conclude this section we summarize the values of varIOUS quantities at about 4 Ge V / c and about 8 Ge V / c in Table II . 4 GeV/c 8 GeV/c 1 ----
o.oos
0.01 -1.5 0.01
. Consequences of our model
From Table I we can derive various relations among cross sections, some of which we have discussed in § 3. In the following we neglect the phase space correction whi,ch is small in the high energy reaction.
4-1. Relations among the differential cross sections
First we get relations concerning the ratio of cross section which hold at an arbitrary angle:
At present we have no experimental data enough to check the above relations (4·1), (4·3) and (4·4).
4-2. Predictions for forward and backward peaks
By using the numerical values of ratio of amplitudes shown in Table II , some estimations for fOi-ward and, backward peaks of various processes are made in the following. The differential cross section of rc-P-0K+;;-is written as Using the information on th~ forward peak .for rc-P-0KoA,I6) we get the differential cross section for rc-P-0K+;;-which has the backward peak at 4 Ge vj c:
This is in excellently good agreement with the experimentalresults. 16 ) In the other processes, however, there are not enough experimental data to compare our predictions with. Here we make some predictions at about 8 Ge V / c to be checked in the near future: 
It is found in experiment that the forward peak of PP-0;;-;;-is less steep than that of PP-0;;+;;+ at 4 GeV/c. This can be predicted in parallel with (4·9) and (4·10) .*)
4-3. Backward to forward ratio of cross sections
There are some relations for the ratio R which IS defined by Table III , where it is also shown whether the process has a forward peak or a backward one. For the relation (4 ·14), assuming IP1 2 (n)/P 1 2 (0) 1~IP/(n)/P22(0) I, we can show only the qualitative feature of peak. Our prediction is consistent qualitatively with the present experiment, although quantitatively some differences 'are seen between calculated and experimental values. In conclusion, more accurate experimental data on inelastic processes are desirable in order to check our model.
